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ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION Smoking cessation interventions within tuberculosis (TB) care are
feasible, effective and efficient for increasing smoking cessation rates. We aimed
to assess TB physicians’ smoking cessation knowledge, attitude, and practices
(KAP).
METHODS We conducted a qualitative study with 21 TB physicians and utilized
directed deductive content analysis with predefined knowledge, attitude, and
practice categories. Physicians’ practice was analyzed using the ABC approach
(Ask, Brief advice, and Cessation support).
RESULTS Physicians acknowledged the importance of quitting for improved treatment
outcomes and decreased risk of TB relapse. Physicians revealed presumed
drug interactions, possible side effects of pharmacotherapy, and reluctance to
take additional medications as challenges of smoking cessation interventions.
Physicians asked about smoking behavior and provided a brief quitting advice
to TB patients; however, implementation of cessation support was limited due to
poor knowledge of evidence-based cessation methods and the absence of formal
tobacco dependence treatment algorithms within TB care.
CONCLUSIONS TB physicians’ KAP on smoking cessation was limited. Interventions
targeting physicians’ knowledge and skills, and formalization of tobacco
dependence treatment within TB care, are core for improving their smoking
cessation practices in Armenia.
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INTRODUCTION
The association between active and passive exposure
to tobacco smoke and the progression of tuberculosis
(TB) and poor treatment outcomes is well established
for several decades 1-4. Globally, TB is one of the
leading fatal diseases, whereas active smoking
increases the risk of developing TB by 2–2.5 times
and is significantly associated with TB mortality5.
Armenia is a former Soviet Union country that faces
the high dual burden of TB and tobacco. The smoking
rate among the Armenian male population is one of
the highest in the European region. Moreover, the
smoking prevalence among adult male and female
TB patients is even higher compared to the general
population (67.5% and 5.8% vs 53.4% and 2.3%;
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respectively)6. Around 20% of TB deaths in Armenia
are attributed to smoking7.
Armenia was classified as a high-priority country
for treating TB until 20168. In 2018, the estimated
TB incidence rate in Armenia was 31 per 100000
population, whereas the mortality rate was 1.3 per
100000 population 9. Though the TB incidence
rates have been declining during recent years, the
increasing burden of drug-resistant TB remains
alarming; in 2018, 20% of incident TB cases in
Armenia were drug-resistant 9. Furthermore, in
Armenia men take a higher dual burden of TB and
tobacco, as in the case of a higher smoking rate, the
men to women ratio of TB incidence is near 3:1,
compared with the global ratio of 2:1 in the World
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Health Organization (WHO) European region9,10.
In 2004, Armenia was the first former Soviet
Union country to accede to the WHO Framework
Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC) (2004)
with the following adoption of a national tobacco
control law to ban smoking in healthcare, education,
culture facilities, and public transport. Armenia also
banned tobacco advertising on TV and radio (2002)
and on billboards (2006), and introduced larger
health warnings on cigarette packs. One of the areas
where Armenia’s progress was less than satisfactory
is the FCTC Article 14 on tobacco cessation and
treatment. Hence, there is a limited availability of
tobacco dependence treatment pharmacotherapy
products: only nicotine gum, cytisine and varenicline
are registered but are not widely available on the
market11.
Directly Observed Treatment short-course (DOT)
has been the main World Health Organization
(WHO) recommendation for treating TB. In
Armenia, TB treatment was organized through a
healthcare facility-based DOT when the healthcare
providers, either a nurse or a physician, supervised
the medication administration for at least six
months of treatment. The WHO estimated that
regular patient–provider contacts and the delivery
of smoking cessation interventions to TB patients
within a DOT had a potential to reach more than 1
million smokers worldwide and trigger 40% of TB
patients to make a quit attempt12. Smoking cessation
interventions within regular TB care are feasible,
effective, and efficient, and may result in 15–82%
increase in the smoking cessation rate13. In addition,
through serving as role models and conveying a
healthy image, TB healthcare providers might be
influential for patients to quit smoking14,15. The ABC
(Ask, Brief advice and Cessation support) is a simple
three-step approach for initiating smoking cessation
interventions recommended by the International
Union Against Tuberculosis and Lung Disease
(known as The Union) for TB patients16. The WHO
has estimated that up to 67% of those who receive
brief advice, successfully quit at the end of the TB
treatment12. Provision of brief advice significantly
increases the quitting rate (RR=1.66) compared to
no advice provided17.
However, in Armenia, healthcare providers do
not receive formal training on tobacco dependence
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treatment during medical education. It is well
documented that lack of professional training
impacts the provision of tobacco dependence
treatment18-20. Our study, therefore, aimed to assess
TB physicians’ knowledge, attitude and practices
(KAP), towards smoking cessation within TB care
in Armenia to develop targeted interventions
and effectively incorporate tobacco dependence
treatment within routine TB services.

METHODS
This is a qualitative study conducted among TB
physicians from Yerevan (the capital city) and two
marzes or regions (Syunik and Gegharkunik). We
conducted focus group discussions (FGDs) and
semi-structured in-depth interviews (IDIs) with
physicians from inpatient and outpatient TB clinics
who were identified by using a purposive sampling
method. Participants were recruited with the help of
the National Center of Pulmonology. Semi-structured
IDI and FGD guides were developed based on the
WHO/The Union ‘Monograph on TB and tobacco
control’ recommendations for joint TB and tobacco
control activities1 and aimed to explore TB physicians’
KAP on existing tobacco control activities during both
intensive and continuation phases of TB treatment.
The guides included domains on knowledge on
smoke-free environments, KAP regarding smoking
cessation, barriers for provision of smoking counseling
and perceived needs for training and future actions.
Corresponding questions were developed, agreed
upon by the research team and then translated and
adapted to the Armenian context.
Data collection and analysis
The data collection was conducted in summer
2017. The qualitative study followed the research
methods of heterogeneity and triangulation, and was
terminated when saturation was achieved. The mean
duration of the IDIs and FGDs was 32 and 44 minutes,
respectively. The sessions were audio-recorded with
the permission of all study participants. Each FGD
and IDI had a trained moderator and a notetaker.
After data collection, the research team transcribed
the data and analyzed IDI and FGD transcripts using
directed deductive content analysis techniques21. TB
physicians’ practices on the provision of smoking
cessation services were analyzed by the ABC smoking
2
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cessation approach. The study participants were
categorized according to the type of clinic (outpatient
vs inpatient), the consecutive number of the interview,
and location (Yerevan vs marz).
The study was conducted in accordance with the
ethical standards of the Institutional Review Board of
the American University of Armenia (#AUA-2017014). Oral informed consent was sought from all the
study participants before conducting the interviews.
To ensure the confidentiality of the participants and
of the collected data, the research team used IDs in
all notes and stored data. The data were stored on
password-protected computers of the research team
allowing access only to its members. Any information
provided by the participants that could disclose their
identity was excluded from the transcriptions of IDIs
and FGDs. Additionally, the study participants were
categorized during the data analysis and no personal
identifiers were presented next to their statements.
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as TB physicians for 22.57 years (range 3–41 years).
Three participants identified themselves as regular
smokers. Only one of the TB physicians reported
participation in smoking cessation training in the past
(Table 1).

Knowledge regarding smoking cessation
Knowledge regarding the link between TB and tobacco
Almost all TB physicians acknowledged that tobacco
use was a major problem for their patients and that
there was a need for TB patients to quit smoking. A
physician from an inpatient TB clinic mentioned:
‘… Nowadays the prevalence of chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease is growing and one of the causes
of the disease is tobacco smoking. Smoking is a big
problem for all types of TB, especially, for pulmonary
TB, because the respiratory tract and the tissues are
damaged, and accordingly, the effectiveness of the
treatment declines.’ (Inpatient TB physician-1, FGD1, marz)
Physicians further identified improved TB
RESULTS
Overall, 21 physicians participated in five IDIs and treatment effectiveness and outcomes, accelerated
four FGDs (two for inpatient services and two for recovery, and decreased risk of TB relapse as the
outpatient services). The overwhelming majority most common positive impacts of smoking cessation
of TB physicians were female (n=19) with mean among pulmonary TB patients. One of the physicians
age of 53.43 years (range 27–70 years). Eleven TB noted:
‘Of course smoking status affects the treatment
physicians worked in inpatient healthcare clinics
(Yerevan 1, marzes 10) and 10 worked in outpatient process and outcomes. It [smoking] adversely
clinics (Yerevan 8, marzes 2). On average, they worked affects the outcomes making it more difficult to treat
patients. Smoking negatively affects TB recurrence,
complications, and mortality. I have noticed that.’
Table 1. Demographic characteristics of study
(Outpatient TB physician, IDI-1, marz)
participants
However, some participants’ knowledge of the link
between tobacco use and TB treatment outcomes
Characteristics
Categories
n (%)
was weak. They were skeptical about the association
Age (years), mean (range)
53.43 (27–70)
between smoking and TB and the adverse effects of
Gender
Male
2 (9.5)
smoking on TB treatment processes and outcomes.
Female
19 (90.5)
One of the physicians noted:
Place of work
Inpatient Outpatient
‘I would say that smoking does not have a direct
Yerevan
1 (4.8)
8 (38.1)
effect on TB. It has an influence on bronchial asthma,
Marz
10 (47.6)
2 (9.5)
cardiovascular disease but not on TB. In general, yes, it
Current smoking status Smoker
3 (14.3)
somehow influences TB but not directly.’ (Outpatient
Non-smoker
18 (85.7)
TB physician-3, FGD-3, Yerevan)
Working years as TB
22.57 (3–41)
According to their perception, smoking did not
physician, mean (range)
affect TB treatment, as TB medications were potent
Previous participation
Yes
1 (4.8)
enough to treat TB alone:
in smoking cessation
training
‘I don't think that tobacco use has a significant effect
No
20 (95.2)
on TB treatment outcomes. Patients receive a huge
Tob. Prev. Cessation 2020;6(December):70
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amount of medication that will heal them anyway …’
(Outpatient TB physicians, IDI-2, marz)
Knowledge regarding available smoking cessation
methods
Many of the respondents mentioned that they were
unaware of specific methods for smoking cessation
and available pharmacological therapy. A physician
from an inpatient TB clinic mentioned:
‘No, we are not [aware of smoking cessation
methods] … I do not know any method.’ (Inpatient TB
physician-2, FGD-4, marz)
Physicians further elaborated that they do not
receive training on tobacco dependence treatment:
‘We have never been taught on dependence treatment,
we had no such trainings, we do not know the details.’
(Outpatient TB physician-2, FGD-3, Yerevan)
The majority of physicians reported that in their
practice, they applied only ‘psychological’ methods
(referring to non-formal behavioral counselling) to
convince their patients to quit.
‘Only psychological [behavioral counseling
methods]. The patients themselves should be
prepared to either decrease smoking or quit abruptly.’
(Outpatient TB physician-2, FGD-3, Yerevan)
Another physician said:
‘I have heard that there were some gums but I do
not know about their effectiveness. There was also
cytisine in the form of tablets. The only method I know
is psychological [non-formal behavioral counselling
methods].’ (Outpatient TB physician-1, FGD-2,
Yerevan)
Some respondents listed smoking cessation
methods including nicotine replacement therapy
(NRT) (gum and patches), electronic cigarettes,
and tablets; however, they had doubts about the
effectiveness of these methods. Many physicians
emphasized the overarching role of willpower of a
patient in quitting smoking and said:
‘If the patients are not willing to quit, no
medications will help.’ (Outpatient TB physician-2,
FGD-3, Yerevan)

Attitude regarding smoking cessation
Non-appropriateness of smoking cessation interventions
While discussing the possibility of implementing
smoking cessation interventions within the standard
TB treatment regimen, physicians were concerned
Tob. Prev. Cessation 2020;6(December):70
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about the appropriateness of the pharmacological
interventions for smoking cessation specifically for
TB patients. Drug interactions between smoking
cessation and TB medications, the possible side
effects of smoking cessation pharmacotherapy and
patients’ resistance to taking smoking cessation
pharmacotherapy in addition to TB medications were
mentioned as major challenges for providing tobacco
dependence treatment. Physicians noted:
‘It depends on toxicity of those [smoking cessation
products] medications. For example, our [TB
treatment medications] medications have many side
effects on the liver ... on all other organ systems ... So,
we should know that [drug interactions], in order not
to worsen the condition.’ (Outpatient TB physician-1,
FGD-2, Yerevan)
‘If the [tobacco dependence] treatment is
pharmacological; we would not offer it to our patients.
Our patients receive many medications. Even if they
have pain, we cannot prescribe painkiller or vitamin,
they do not want to take it, because they take a large
number of medications.’ (Outpatient TB physician-3,
FGD-3, Yerevan)
Perceived challenges of smoking cessation interventions
for TB patients
TB physicians revealed various challenges that
impacted their determination to implement smoking
cessation interventions with their patients. The
majority of physicians believed that the provision of
smoking cessation interventions to TB patients will
pose an additional burden to them and they did not
consider such interventions as their immediate duty.
Additionally, physicians named other professionals
who should be in-charge for provision of smoking
cessation interventions (e.g. psychologists,
epidemiologists, and social workers). Physicians from
an inpatient TB clinic mentioned:
‘This is not our job. Of course, this is more
educational intervention [not medical treatment]
which should be carried out by epidemiologists,
psychologists, social workers ... but not by us definitely.’
(Inpatient TB physician-3, FGD-1, marz)
‘It is not my business, considering that I cannot
address this issue as a specialist. Shoemaker should
sew shoe.’ (Inpatient TB physician-2, FGD-1, marz)
Furthermore, physicians believed that throughout
the treatment their patients faced an abundance of
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restrictions, and forcing patients to quit smoking
would add extra stress on them. This was reflected in
the physician’s statement:
‘Do not get into contact with people, do not use
alcohol, do not smoke ... We have so many “Do not's”
that we already do not know which one to emphasize.
They have so many restrictions that they go into
psychological shock. If we emphasize quitting smoking
so much, the patient will be in very poor condition.’
(Outpatient TB physician-3, FGD-3, Yerevan)
Some physicians listed psychological distress
(which patients experience upon discovering their
diagnosis), the anxiety because of the nature of TB
treatment (long duration, fear of infecting others,
and isolation), withdrawal symptoms, and reluctance
to accept pharmacological interventions within the
scope of TB treatment as threats to effective smoking
cessation interventions. One of the physicians from
Yerevan noted:
‘TB patients are already stressed and depressed,
they are scared of infecting their family members, they
visit their relatives less frequently, and the relatives
themselves visit them less frequently. These all have an
influence on them and those stressful conditions make
them smoke.’ (Outpatient TB physician-1, FGD-2,
Yerevan)
Another inpatient TB physician mentioned:
‘First, they have TB and they are highly stressed
about that. This is a big problem. Second, they are
isolated from their social environment. These factors
lead patients to continue smoking or even to smoke
more.’ (Inpatient TB physician-1, FGD-1, marz)
Perceived opportunities for smoking cessation
interventions for TB patients
Despite the challenges, physicians also identified some
opportunities that the diagnosis of TB could bear in
terms of quitting smoking. TB physicians mentioned
that after being diagnosed with TB and admitted to
an inpatient TB clinic, some patients wish to quit
smoking.
‘I had cases when patients came and said that they
had quit smoking right after starting the TB treatment
… Although they smoked for many years, they quit
smoking when they started to take TB medications.’
(Inpatient TB physician-1, FGD-4, marz)
Furthermore, TB physicians noted that during the
continuous patient–provider encounters, patients
Tob. Prev. Cessation 2020;6(December):70
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demonstrated strong trust in TB physicians, which
might be used as an opportunity to engage the
patients in smoking cessation counselling. This idea
was supported by many physicians:
‘When patients come to us, they expect us to
authoritatively dictate how they should “breathe”.
Our role is huge, and we need to tell them what will
happen, if they continue to smoke or quit smoking.
Our role is to present the complications adequately.’
(Outpatient TB physician-2, FGD-2, Yerevan)
‘I have noticed that my patients trust me a lot. This
is very important. Patients come and tell me: “Doctor,
I will do whatever you tell me”. It is a huge thing.’
(Outpatient TB physician, IDI-2, marz)
According to physicians, smoking female TB
patients were less receptive to smoking cessation
interventions compared to male smokers. One
physician from Yerevan said:
‘I noticed that smoker women are more depressed.
For example, I had a patient who said that she will die
if not smoking. Maybe they reduce smoking a little from
10 cigarettes to 7 or 8 and that is all.’ (Outpatient TB
physician-3, FGD-2, Yerevan)

Practice regarding smoking cessation
Physicians described some basic actions they routinely
implement concerning smoking cessation. During
their routine practice, TB physicians asked about
their TB patients’ smoking status and recorded the
responses in the medical records and the electronic
database. Some physicians also asked about the
duration and number of cigarettes smoked per day.
One of the outpatient clinic physicians said:
‘Of course, we ask. We ask about the duration of
smoking and the daily number of smoked cigarettes.’
(Outpatient TB physician-1, FGD-2, Yerevan)
Asking the smoking status was often followed
by provision of brief advice on quitting smoking
through emphasizing the harmful effects of smoking
on the TB treatment process and the potential
complications of treatment in case of not quitting
smoking. According to the physicians:
‘They [TB patients] may say that it is difficult to
quit and I explain to all of them that smoking is very
harmful and is a risk factor for this disease [TB]. We
also explain that the treatment process will be difficult
and there might be problems in the future.’ (Outpatient
TB physician-4, FGD-3, Yerevan)
5
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‘Our patients are different from each other and
that is why everything is very individual. However,
we talk to every patient about the harms of smoking,
except those who have already quit.’ (Inpatient TB
physician-1, FGD-1, marz)
The overwhelming majority of TB physicians
reported feeling confident in advising patients to
quit and further added that for TB patients the
smoking cessation advice should be provided in a
soft and non-judgmental manner to prevent patients
from becoming even more depressed. Physicians
listed several behavioral and psychological
techniques they offered to smoking TB patients as
cessation support. TB physicians commonly used
‘scaring’ strategies to motivate patients to make a
quit attempt. According to physicians:
‘Sometimes we show their x-rays and the patients
see those “holes”, as they used to say, and it is very
impressive.’ (Inpatient TB physician-2, FGD-1, marz)
‘We can just scare them, some of them will be scared
and will quit, and some will not …’ (Outpatient TB
physician-1, FGD-2, Yerevan)
For those patients, who were willing to quit they
were usually offered behavioral tips (sunflower
seeds, chewing gum, or candies) to help them to cope
with the withdrawal symptoms. Some physicians
mentioned advising their patients to reduce the
number of smoked cigarettes, especially for those
who failed to quit. One physician stated:
‘There are patients who ask to provide some smoking
cessation medications to overcome dependence faster. I
suggest using sweets, gums [not nicotine], or something
else. At that moment they can chew those gums for 5 to
10 minutes, overcome that situation and forget about
smoking or skip the next several cigarettes. That is
also an option.’ (Outpatient TB physician-3, FGD-2
Yerevan)
The vast majority of TB physicians reported
not prescribing smoking cessation medication
to their patients because of lack of knowledge
and experience on tobacco dependence
treatment, distrust towards the effectiveness of
pharmacotherapy, and possible interactions with TB
medication.
‘I don't know how those medications will interact
with TB treatment. These medications for tobacco
dependence treatment may harm patients even more.
This is why patients should continue smoking rather
Tob. Prev. Cessation 2020;6(December):70
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than quitting.’ (Inpatient TB physician, IDI-3, marz)
Most physicians reported varying practices for
smoking cessation and attributed it to the absence
of a universal algorithm and formal tobacco
dependence treatment protocols for TB patients.
According to them, that impedes the provision of
smoking cessation assistance to TB patients. One
physician mentioned:
‘There is no special algorithm to talk to the patient.
I have my approach, the other physician has hers/his,
and so on. Our patients are different from each other
and that is why everything is very individual. However,
we talk to every patient about the harms of smoking,
except those who have already quit.’ (Inpatient TB
physician-1, FGD-1, marz)
According to another physician:
‘It should be included in the [TB treatment]
scheme [approved by the MOH]. For each patient, we
have separate schemes. We need to include smoking
cessation medications there for those smokers, who
would not be able to quit smoking by psychological
interventions or on his/her own. Otherwise, we cannot
prescribe medications.’ (Outpatient TB physician-4,
FGD-2, Yerevan)

DISCUSSION
The study explored TB physicians’ knowledge,
attitudes and practices with regard to provision
of smoking cessation assistance to their patients
within DOT. None of the participants, except one,
had formal training on smoking cessation since
it is not included in the curriculum of the formal
medical education in Armenia. Some of the medical
professionals learn about health hazards of smoking
and smoking cessation counseling during local and
international postgraduate training programs. Not
all of the physicians were aware of the link between
smoking and TB and the available smoking cessation
methods, which resulted in a negligent attitude
towards the importance of implementing smoking
cessation interventions and inappropriate practices.
TB physicians usually asked about smoking status
and provided brief advice to their patients. Despite
the fact that a few physicians were able to list some
of the existing pharmacotherapy products and
behavioral tips for smoking cessation, most of the
indicated strategies were beyond the evidence-based
tobacco dependence treatment recommendations.
6
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Various studies identified that inadequate knowledge
and skills were provider-level barriers to practicing
smoking cessation interventions22-25. In contrast, the
presence of previous training on smoking cessation
could significantly improve the healthcare providers’
practice scores15,26.
Additional to the lack of knowledge and skills,
the interviewed TB physicians did not prioritize
smoking cessation during their routine activities,
as the TB treatment was mentioned as their
primary responsibility. A study conducted by Vogt
et al. 27 also reported the physicians’ perception
that the provision of smoking cessation assistance
was outside the scope of their professional
responsibilities was a factor that could impede
discussing smoking cessation with patients.
Though the majority of study participants
emphasized possible drug interactions between
smoking cessation pharmacotherapy and TB
medications as a barrier to prescribing medicinal
treatment for tobacco dependence, a clinical trial
by Sharma et al.28 that explored the effectiveness of
pharmacotherapy versus behavioral counseling in
addition to DOT did not report any drug interactions.
The study further revealed that biochemical
smoking quit rates and self-reported quit rates were
significantly higher in the arm that received NRT.
Some physicians acknowledged that the diagnosis
of TB was a key teachable moment, as patients
diagnosed with lung disease were more receptive
to physicians’ advice to quit. This finding was also
consistent with the literature suggesting that TB
patients might be highly motivated to quit smoking29.
A study conducted by Aryanpur et al.29 reported
that at the time of TB diagnosis, 23.8% of newly
diagnosed smoking TB patients quit immediately
and 52.4% of patients who continued to smoke
had intention to quit during the following month.
Other studies also confirmed that the diagnosis
of TB was an opportunity for initiating smoking
cessation interventions, suggesting that smoking
cessation should be adopted into TB care to ensure
a successful integration of TB and tobacco control
activities30-31. The finding indicating that women
are less receptive to smoking cessation compared to
men was consistent with the literature32-35; however,
in our study this phenomenon was discussed as
an opportunity for initiating smoking cessation
Tob. Prev. Cessation 2020;6(December):70
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interventions specifically among Armenian TB
patients who are, in fact, predominantly men10.

Strengths and limitations
The qualitative assessment of TB physicians’ KAP
allowed us to deeply explore their knowledge gaps,
perceptions and practices with regard to provision of
smoking cessation interventions. We targeted both
inpatient and outpatient clinic TB physicians to learn
their experiences in implementing smoking cessation
interventions with patients receiving intensive and
continuation phases of TB treatment. The study
findings may have low generalizability to all TB
healthcare providers as only physicians’ perspectives
have been explored. Studies also exploring TB
nurses’ and TB patients’ perspectives could offer a
wider understanding of how to incorporate smoking
cessation interventions within TB care in Armenia.
CONCLUSIONS
Our findings suggest that TB physicians had
insufficient knowledge and skills on smoking cessation
and inconsistent attitudes towards the importance of
implementing smoking cessation interventions among
TB patients. Tobacco dependence treatment should be
formally incorporated into the national TB treatment
strategy to support and enforce the provision of
tobacco dependence treatment to all TB patients in
Armenia. In addition, the study findings might be
relevant to other countries with similar healthcare
contexts as well as TB and tobacco profiles. Therefore,
the findings on TB physicians’ knowledge, attitude
and practice might have practical implications for
designing targeted interventions, both locally and
globally, for advancement of joint TB and tobacco
control efforts in accordance with international
recommendations.
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